"Sexual maturation in relation to polychlorinated aromatic hydrocarbons ...": Den Hond et al.'s response

Den Hond, E; Roels, Harry; Staessen, Jan A.
The paper of Den Hond et al. (2002) is very interesting, mainly because the reported work demonstrates the potential of biomarkers in environmental health programs. However, we argue with the authors’ conclusion that their findings suggest that, in line with the concept of endocrine disruption and Sharpe and Skakkebaek’s hypothesis (Sharpe and Skakkebaek 1999), environmental exposure to PCAs [polychlorinated aromatic hydrocarbons] may adversely interfere with the sexual maturation during the fetal and pubertal stages of development.

The description of the project suggests that the study was designed to investigate the effects of incinerator emissions on the local population in two suburbs of Antwerp, Belgium, Wilrijk and Hoboken. However, the study was part of a larger research project commissioned by the Flemish government to determine the feasibility and issues to be considered in developing environmental health monitoring. More particular, the study of Den Hond et al. (2002) was designed to determine whether evaluation of biomarkers measured as part of the regular medical examination of adolescents at the end of their secondary education period would be feasible. We were asked by the Flemish government to review the results of this project (Cuijpers et al. 2000; Goetghebeur et al. 2000). We feel that the objectives and hypotheses underlying a feasibility study should not be convoluted with those relative to the hypotheses arising from specific concerns in certain a priori-defined regions.

A major shortcoming of the design is the lack of randomness regarding both the study areas and the recruitment of the participants. The study areas were well-known polluted regions within the conurbation of Antwerp. This knowledge may have influenced the choice of tests to be performed. Researchers should be cautious regarding a priori choices of study areas, whether or not the sponsor influences the choice.

The use of volunteers instead of randomly selected participants is another flaw, introducing an extra risk of confounding. As a consequence, for example, the proportion of boys to girls in the three study areas differed considerably: from 0.7 to 3.0. In this case there may have been a selection bias of adolescents in lesser physical condition who volunteered for examination.

Reported results were the outcome of analyzing a multitude of associations among the empirical data; they did not emerge after a rigorous test of an a priori-formulated hypothesis, at least not to our knowledge. Such findings are valuable because they may generate hypotheses for further research. In this respect we agree with the authors’ closing sentence (Den Hond et al. 2002):

… [F]urther studies should be undertaken to confirm or to refute our interpretation of the present findings.

The sexual development of the study subjects was judged by the examining physicians. The correspondence in ratings varied between fair and good (as validated by kappa coefficients) (Fleiss 1981). It is then important to exclude a systematic over- or underestimation by one of the examining physicians. This test was not been reported in the study.

Finally, we would like to remark on the reference the authors made (Den Hond 2002) to an earlier report on pregnancy outcome in Flanders (Aelvoet et al 1999):

… [I]n 1997 the Flemish government reported a higher percentage of medically assisted conceptions in the district around the waste incinerators compared to the rest of Flanders…

We feel that this report is incorrectly and selectively referenced, suggesting that the findings are in line with earlier results. Taking into account the mother’s age, no significant differences in way of delivery were found in the earlier study (Aelvoet et al 1999). Furthermore, that report does not contain statements about the necessity of medical assistance at delivery. Part of the above criticism was outlined in the review reports (Cuijpers et al. 2000) but unfortunately not addressed in the article by Den Hond et al. (2002).

To conclude, we would like to reiterate that we commend the authors with their highly relevant and extensive research work. However, they should have placed their study more clearly in the perspective of the Flemish environmental health project. Their conclusions generate interesting hypotheses for further work but should not be viewed as the results of a cause-and-effect study.
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“Sexual Maturation in Relation to Polychlorinated Aromatic Hydrocarbons…”
Den Hond et al.’s Response
The Flemish Government commissioned the Environment and Health Study after a competitive call for research proposals in 1998 (Onderzoek Milieu en Gezondheid 1998). From the outset, this research project included two distinct population-based surveys, one in adolescents (16–18 years of age) and another in adults (21–65 years of age). We assume scientific responsibility only for the project in adolescents.

Our study (which was carried out in 1999) sought to investigate whether, in adolescents, biomarkers can show exposure to and health effects of common environmental pollutants (Staessen et al. 2001). We planned to maximize the gradient in environmental exposure by recruitment of adolescents from a rural control area (Peer, Belgium) and a polluted industrial suburb. For logistic reasons, the adolescents were recruited from and were examined at local schools. Life-long residence in the study areas was a prerequisite for participation. The Flemish Government imposed the selection of the polluted area because of a
long-lasting controversy about the possible impacts on public health of two waste incinerators in Wilrijk and a large nonferrous smelter in Hoboken. Health authorities assumed that our study would settle the local concern about detrimental health outcomes associated with the waste incinerators in Wilrijk. In spite of the imposed selection of the polluted area, our study had the advantage of a clear-cut contrast in exposure between the control and polluted areas, as evidenced by all available records on environmental monitoring.

Molenberghs et al. found the lack of randomness a major shortcoming of our study design. However, they miscalculated the proportion of boys to girls, which was 1.5 (60/40) in Peer, 1.0 (21/21) in Wilrijk, and 2.1 (39/19) in Hoboken. We believe that, in the context of the imposed selection, we maximally exploited the remaining degrees of freedom to avoid serious selection bias. Indeed, participants and nonparticipants had similar age, sex distribution, parental social class, and regional residence. In the industrial suburb they resided at similar distances from the main sources of pollution, which strongly suggests random selection with regard to exposure (Staessen et al. 2001). Although we cannot extrapolate to the general Flemish population, our conclusions are applicable to the adolescents enrolled in our population-based sample.

After our Data Monitoring Committee—which was enlarged by three international experts for peer-review—had discussed the study outcomes on 12 May 2000, our results became available for disclosure to the public in Flanders for singleton births and 59.0% vs. 33.4% for multiple births). Nevertheless, we acknowledge that age is a major determinant of fertility in women. However, the officially published report did not include an age-adjusted analysis of the proportion of medically assisted conceptions (Advoet et al. 1999). The median age in women at first delivery was 27.3 (interquartile range 25.2–29.3) years in Wilrijk and 26.6 (24.2–29.0) years in Flanders. A difference of 0.7 years cannot explain a 65–75% increase in medically assisted conceptions (5.6% in Wilrijk vs. 3.4% in Flanders for singleton births and 59.0% vs. 33.4% for multiple births).

We hope that, with these clarifications, our study is more clearly placed in the perspective of the Flemish Environment and Health Study. We agree with Molenberghs et al. that our findings, although in line with the concept of endocrine disruption and Sharpe and Skakkebaak’s hypothesis, require further research. As in all cross-sectional epidemiologic studies, we did not prove causation. However, numerous experimental studies support the causal association between exposure to PCAsHs and effects on sexual maturation.
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Declaring Chemicals “Not Carcinogenic to Humans” Requires Validation, Not Speculation

Regulatory agencies should provide detailed guidelines on how to use mechanistic and epidemiologic data to dismiss positive cancer evidence obtained from studies in experimental animals. Roberts and Ashby (2002) bemoaned that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) does not provide opportunity to conclude that there is no evidence of carcinogenicity from well-conducted and adequately powered epidemiologic studies. In their letter, Roberts and Ashby provided examples for which they claimed that there is enough information to draw valid conclusions of “no effect.” Our examination